[1] proposed a method that allows simultaneous computation of the rigid transformations from world frame to robot base frame and from hand frame to camera frame. Their method attempts to solve a homogeneous matrix equation of the form AX = ZB. They use quaternions to derive explicit linear solutions for X and Z. In this short paper, we present two new solutions that attempt to solve the homogeneous matrix equation mentioned above:
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to use a gripper-mounted sensor (such as a camera) for a robot task, the position and orientation of the sensor frame with respect to the gripper frame must be known. The problem of determining this relationship is referred to as the hand-eye calibration problem. One can find this relationship by moving the robot and observing the resulting motion of the sensor. This calibration problem yields a homogeneous matrix equation of the form AX = XB.
Several closed-form solutions were proposed in the past to solve for X [2] - [5] as well as a nonlinear optimization method [6] .
Recently, Zhuang et al. [1] proposed a method that allows the simultaneous estimation of both the transformations from the worldcentered frame to the robot-base frame and from the gripper frame to camera frame. The identification problem is cast into the problem of solving a system of homogeneous matrix equations of the form AX = ZB, where X is the gripper-to-camera rigid transformation and Z is the robot-to-world rigid transformation. Quaternion algebra is applied to derive explicit linear solutions for X and Z.
The mathematical framework of AX = ZB allows one to solve for at least two types of robotic configurations. These configurations are shown on Figs. 1 and 2. It is worthwhile to notice that matrices X and Z can be estimated either sequentially or simultaneously. Therefore two approaches are possible:
1. X is estimated first using any hand-eye (or camera-gripper) calibration method and Z is estimated by solving AX = ZB, or 2. X and Z are simultaneously estimated by solving AX = ZB where both X and Z are unknowns.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1042-296X(98)05016-2. Fig. 1 . Robot/world (Z) and hand/eye (X) calibration. The camera is mounted onto the gripper and camera motions are determined using a calibration pattern. The world frame is the frame of the calibration pattern. Fig. 2 . Robot/eye (Z) and hand/tool (X) calibration. The tool is mounted onto the gripper and tool motions are determined by observing tool feature points with a camera. The world frame is, in this case, identical with the camera frame.
This paper describes both a closed-form solution and a nonlinear solution for the system of matrix equations AX = ZB. These solutions solve for two rotations and two translations that are associated with the matrices X and Z. Likewise the linear method [1] the closedform and nonlinear methods yield a unique solution provided that the robot performs two motions with distinct rotation axes. The main differences between the linear method and the closed-form method introduced in this paper are the following.
1) The linear method first solves linearly for the components of two quaternions and second it normalizes these quaternions such that they represent rotations. The closed-form method solves directly for two unit quaternions and hence the constraint that these quaternions must represent two rotations is built in the resolution method. 2) The linear method is not feasible for some special configurations (see [1] and below). We show that the closed-form method remains feasible for such special configurations. We perform a sensitivity analysis for both our methods and for the linear method of Zhuang et al. [1] . This analysis allows the comparison of the three methods. In the light of both simulated and real experiments, it appears that the nonlinear optimization method, which solves for rotations and translations simultaneously, performs better than the closed-form method which in turn performs slightly better than the linear method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly recalls the problem formulation and presents the linear solution suggested by Zhuang et al. [1] . The closed-form and nonlinear methods are described in Section III. Section IV compares the three methods through a sensitivity analysis. Finally, Section V describes some experimental results and Section VI provides a short discussion.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an arbitrary position of the robotic system ( Figs. 1  and 2 ). From these figures we can write AX = ZB: (1) In the particular case of a camera, the matrix A is obtained by calibrating the camera with respect to a fixed calibrating object and its associated frame, called the calibration frame. The matrix B is computed using the manipulator's forward kinematics whose parameters are supposed to be known (see [7] for an approach which attempts to estimate simultaneously these kinematic parameters and the hand-eye transformation). Let RA; RB; RX, and RZ be the respective 3 2 3 rotation matrices of A; B; X, and Z, and let t A ; t B ; tX, and tZ be the respective 3 2 1 translational vectors. Equation 
A. Linear Solution
This solution was suggested in [1] . Let q A ; q B ; q X , and q Z be unit quaternions that correspond to the rotation matrices R A ; R B ; RX, and RZ [8] . Since quaternions can be written as a combination of a scalar and a 3-vector, we have q T A = [a 0 ; a T ] and so forth. The matrix equation R A R X = R Z R B is equivalent to the following quaternion equation: q A 3 q X = q Z 3 q B : (4) Expanding (4) using quaternion products yields two constraints: 1) scalar equation; 2) vector equation 
By substitution of (7) into (6) and using the matrix representation to describe the vector and dot products yields Equation (8) consists of three linear constraints with six unknowns.
Therefore, a unique solution for u requires multiple measurements. The solution of u can be obtained using standard linear algebra techniques. After u is obtained, the components of both q X and q Z can be determined using the constraints kq X k 2 = kq Z k 2 = 1 and
Following the solution of R X and R Z , the computation of t X and t Z becomes trivial. Each position of the hand provides three linear equations with six unknowns (the components of tX and tZ).
III. PROBLEM SOLUTION
In this section, we propose two alternatives for estimating RX, R Z , t X , and t Z : 1) closed-form method; 2) nonlinear method which do not suffer from the above limitations, e.g., a0 6 = 0 and z 0 6 = 0.
The closed-form method uses algebraic properties associated with quaternions to cast a sum of squares error function into a positive semi-definite quadratic form whose minimization uses two Lagrange multipliers. The nonlinear method solves for all the unknowns simultaneously using standard minimization techniques. Interesting enough, the closed-form method is similar but not equivalent to the problem of optimally estimating rigid motion from three-dimensional (3-D) to 3-D point or line correspondences [8] , [9] . The method introduced in this paper solves simultaneously for two rotations in closed form while the methods developed in the past solved for one rotation in closed form.
A. Closed-Form Method
We start by building a positive error function that is derived from (4) as follows. Since the quaternion multiplication can be written in matrix form and with the notations introduced in [8] we have q Ai 3 q X = Q(q Ai )q X qZ 3 qBi = W (qBi)qZ:
By substituting these equations into (4), we obtain
With matrices Q(q) and W (q) being defined by Moreover, these two matrices are orthogonal and for a unit quaternion q we have
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The square norm of the corresponding error vector is given by the following positive quadratic form: 
where C i = 0Q(q Ai )
T W (q Bi ) is an orthogonal matrix of rank equal to 4.
Finally, the error function that will allow us to compute qX and q Z becomes (n is the number of different positions of the robot)
with S = nI C C T nI :
C i is the sum of n orthogonal matrices. In the general case C has full rank and there may be geometric configurations for which C is rank deficient. However, such geometric configurations are very rare in practice and, without loss of generality, one may assume that C has always full rank. The function f(qX; qZ)
is a positive semi-definite quadratic form and one way to minimize it is to use two Lagrange multipliers This function passes through a minimum when the first derivatives vanish. By differentiating with respect to the components of q X and qZ we obtain and by substituting qX in (13) we obtain C T CqZ = (1 0 n)(2 0 n)qZ:
Therefore qZ is an eigenvector of the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix C T C. Such a matrix has four real positive eigenvalues i ; i = f111 14g and we have an eigenvector e i for each eigenvalue C T Ce i = i e i :
Notice that by substituting (14) and (15) into (11) we obtain the value of the error function at the point where the first derivatives vanish f(qX; qZ) = 1 + 2:
Therefore, we must choose an eigenvalue i which minimizes 1 + 2 . Let us consider the fact that q X must be a unit quaternion.
We obtain from (12) and ( Hence, we must have
The relationship between 1 = 2 = and i, i.e., (15) is ( 0 n) 2 = i which yields the following solutions for :
= n 6 p i:
Since must be a positive number, one has to select among the four positive eigenvalues, the eigenvalue i such that n 6 p i is the smallest positive number.
Once the rotations, R X and R Z , have been determined, the problem of determining the best translations, tX and tZ, becomes a linear least-squares problem that can be easily solved using standard linear algebra techniques. Therefore, any time such a special configuration is present in the data, one has two consider two distinct error functions. There will be two distinct solutions for q X and q Z . One may simply consider, among these two solutions, the solution yielding the smallest minimum.
B. Non-Linear Method
There are several disadvantages associated with the above methods. 1) The unknowns are estimated in sequence, rotations first, and then translations. Errors from the first stage propagate to the second stage. 2) It is well known that the performance of linear resolution methods degrades in the presence of noise. 3) Unlike nonlinear minimization, linear and closed-form solutions do not allow a characterization of both the quality of the solution and the confidence associated with the solution.
In this Section, we propose to overcome the disadvantages mentioned above. For this purpose we estimate simultaneously the rotations and translations associated with X and Z. This leads to a nonlinear minimization problem. There are 24 parameters associated with two rotation matrices (18 parameters) and two translation vectors (six parameters). The initialization of these unknowns is straightforward because one can use either of the two methods outlined above. Non-linear minimization provides information about both the quality of the solution (the depth of the global minimum) and the confidence associated with this solution (the width of the global minimum).
If we have n positions of the robot, the calibration problem becomes the problem of solving for a set of 2n nonlinear constraints derived from (2) and (3) Therefore, the problem becomes a classical nonlinear least-squares constrained minimization problem and one can apply standard nonlinear optimization techniques, such as Newton's method and Newtonlike methods [10] , [11] . In this error function, the terms 8 j are quadratic in the unknowns. Notice that the last two terms are penalty functions which constrain the matrices RX and RZ to be rotations. give some results obtained with the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear minimization method as described in [12] and in [11] .
IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND METHOD COMPARISON
One of the most important merits of any calibration method is its sensitivity with respect to various perturbations. In our problem, there are two main sources of perturbations:
1) errors associated with camera calibration; 2) errors associated with the robot position. Indeed, the parameters of both the direct and inverse kinematic models of robots are not perfect. In order to investigate the behavior of the methods in the presence of measurement noise we designed a sensitivity analysis based on the following grounds.
1) Nominal values for the parameters of both the hand-eye transformation X and the robot-to-world transformation Z are provided.
2) Also are provided n matrices A 1 ; 111 A n from which n hand positions can be computed with Bi = Z 01 AiX:
3) Either Gaussian noise or uniform noise is added to both camera and robot positions; the homogeneous transformations, (X and Z), are estimated in the presence of this noise using the three methods described in this paper: the linear method, the closedform method and the nonlinear method.
4)
We study the variations of the estimation of the hand-eye transformation and the robot-to-world transformation as a function of the noise being added and/or as a function of the number of positions (n).
Since both rotations and translations may be represented as vectors, adding noise to a transformation consists of adding random numbers to each one of the vectors' components. Random numbers simulating noise are obtained using a random number generator either with a uniform distribution in the interval [0C=2; +C=2], or with a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation equal to . Therefore the level of noise that is added is associated either with the value of C or with the value of (or, more precisely, with the value of 2).
In what follows the level of noise is in fact represented as a ratio: the amplitude of the actual random numbers (C or 2) divided by the nominal values of the perturbed parameters.
In the case of a rotation, the vector (quaternion) associated with this rotation has a module equal to 1 and therefore the ratio is simply either C or 2. In the case of a translation, the ratio is computed with respect to a nominal value estimated over all the perturbed translations
where t A is the translation vector associated with A i .
For each noise level and for a large number N of trials we compute the errors as follows. These errors are: 1) orientation error; 2) position error. The orientation error is defined as the rotation angle in degrees required to align the coordinate system of X or Z in its computed orientation with the coordinate system in its theoretical orientation. The position error is defined as the norm of the vector which represents the difference between the two translation vectors: 1) computed one; 2) theoretical one divided by the norm of the second vector.
In all our simulations, we set N = 500, ktXk = 229 mm, and ktZk = 768 mm.
The following figures show the average of the above errors as a function of the percentage of noise. The percentage of noise varies from 1% to 6%. The full curves (-) correspond to the method in [1] , the dotted curves (1 1 1) correspond to the closed-form method, and the dashed curves (---) correspond to the nonlinear method.
Figs. 3 and 4 correspond to three positions (n = 3) of the robot while on Fig. 5 the number of positions varies from three to eight. Fig. 3 shows the rotation and translation errors as a function of uniform noise added to the rotational part of the robot and camera positions. Fig. 4 shows the rotation and translation errors as a function of Gaussian noise added to the rotational part of the hand and camera positions. These errors are obtained with the three methods. We can conclude that the closed-form method is more accurate than the linear method proposed in [1] .
As other authors have done in the past, it is interesting to analyze the behavior of calibration methods with respect to the number of positions. In order to perform this analysis we have to fix the percentage of noise. Fig. 5 shows the rotational and translational errors as a function of the square root of the number of motions ( p n varies from 1.732 to 2.828). The noise ratio has been fixed to the worst case for rotations, e.g., 6% and to 2% for translations. Both rotational and translational noise distributions are Gaussian.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section, we report some experimental results obtained with two sets of data. The first data set was obtained with 17 different positions of the hand-eye device with respect to a calibrating object. The second data set was obtained with seven such positions. In order to calibrate the camera, we used the classical method proposed by Faugeras and Toscani [9] .
Our tests compare the linear method [1] with the two methods developed in this paper. Tables I and II summarize It is worthwhile to notice that the robots being used in the two experiments summarized in the tables above are not identical. The first data set (Table I) was obtained with a PPPRRR robot (three prismatic and three rotational joints) while the second data set (Table II) data, these two experiments do not allow one to conclude that the closed-form solution outperforms the linear solution. In the first experiment the linear solution yields a smaller translation error than the translation error associated with the closed-form method. In the second experiment the translation error associated with the linear method does not seem to be affected by a large rotation error.
These experimental results seem however to confirm that the nonlinear method provides a better estimation of the translation vectors at the cost of slightly larger rotation errors. This is due to the fact that the robot's kinematic chain is not perfectly calibrated and therefore there are errors associated with the robot's translation parameters. Obviously, these errors do not obey the noise models used for simulations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of robot-to-world and hand-eye calibration. As it was proposed in [1] this problem is formulated as solving a system of homogeneous transformation equations of the form AX = ZB. We develop two resolution methods: 1) solves for rotations and then for translations; 2) solves simultaneously for rotations and translations. The first method leads to a closed-form solution while the second one leads to nonlinear optimization.
Both the sensitivity analysis and the results obtained with experimental data show that the closed-form method slightly outperforms the linear method of Zhuang et al. [1] . This is most probably due to the Euclidean nature of the error function suggested in Section III-A. However, there is no evidence that with real data the closedform method will always perform better than the linear method. One can therefore conclude that the two methods have comparable performances.
The nonlinear minimization method suggested in Section III-B yields the most accurate results and outperforms both the linear and closed-form methods. The solution obtained with either the linear or closed-form methods can be used to initialize the nonlinear minimization method.
The two methods proposed in this paper, together with [1] , may be useful to other problems that can be formulated into homogeneous transformation equations of the form AX = ZB.
